
          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

R5 LE CROISE-LAROCHE [L-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX DE RONCHIN - 2825m (a1 3/4m) - Class E - Harness - EUR € 

24.000  

 
1. GNAQUE - On a very long losing streak and she has been modest of late. Probably best 
watched this time 

2. HELECTRIK DE SUCE - Has major disqualification issues. Barefoot this time so capable of 
improvement but he is very hard to trust 

3. HAROLD BERGIL - Remains barefoot. In good form of late and he won his penultimate start 
nicely. Capable of winning again 

4. HUGO D'HERTALS - Hat-trick seeking after some nice wins. Has been in very good form 
since going barefoot and is barefoot and ready to strike again 

5. HERA D'ESPACE - Remains barefoot. On a long losing streak but she ran well when runner-
up last time out and can contest the finish 

6. GOSPEL D'ARIANE - On a very long losing run and has only been modest of late when 
barefoot. Not barefoot this time and others are preferred 

7. GAMINE DE RIBEAU - Remains barefoot. Unreliable and she has been disqualified twice in 
her last five starts. Capable of earning money when smart 

8. GENTLEMAN POWER - Very disappointing of late with two disqualifications in his last three 
starts.  Capable of better and deserves some respect 

9. GALANTE DE TILLARD - More than a year since her last win and she is coming off a 
disqualification but she is capable of earning some minor money 

10. HOPE AND GLORY - In very good form of late and she is coming off a nice win. Remains 
barefoot and she can fight out the finish 

11. HENZO DE CARSI - Remains  barefoot. Unreliable but is coming off a nice win. Does not 
usually follow up but he is not out of it 

12. GALEO DU TORDOIR - Remains barefoot. Only modest of late and is on a very long losing 
streak. Others are much preferred 

13. HAVANE D'OCCAGNES - On a very long losing streak. Does better when barefoot and is not 
barefoot this time. Others are preferred 

14. GITANO DE FELINE - Well beaten in his last two starts. Has done best when barefoot and is 
not barefoot this time. Others are preferred 

Summary : HUGO D'HERTALS (4) has been in good form since going barefoot and has every 
chance of completing the hat-trick. HOPE AND GLORY 10 is in good form and won well last time 
out. HENZO DE CARSI (11) is unreliable and does not usually follow up on his wins. HERA 
D'ESPACE (5) is capable of contesting the finish and could perhaps break a long losing streak. 



          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

SELECTIONS 

HUGO D'HERTALS (4) - HOPE AND GLORY (10) - HENZO DE CARSI (11) - HERA 

D'ESPACE (5) 



          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

C2 - PRIX READY CASH - 2825m (a1 3/4m) - National - Class B - Harness - 

EUR € 35.000  

 
1. ISSI TOP - Unreliable and does win every now and then. Has won at this course before and he 
is capable of an upset 

2. IATHUS DANICA - Unreliable this year but he has won twice and one of the wins were at this 
course. Has a winning chance 

3. IMPERIAL DURABUTIN - Not disgraced when runner-up over this course and distance last 
time out. Has won three races already this year and is capable of winning this race 

4. IOUP LA BOUM - Only one win to show for 61 starts but he does not get beaten too far and is 
always capable of earning some minor money 

5. IXTREM D'OURVILLE - Has his disqualification issues and he is unreliable but he is also 
capable of earning some money when in the mood 

6. IBANQUE LEBEL - Unreliable and it has been just over a year since she last won. Capable of 
popping up in a place when in the mood 

7. ILLICO DE BOUTEAU - Has lost his way in four starts since winning in June. Capable of doing 
better but is probably best watched this time 

8. INDUS VAL - Disappointing last two runs. Barefoot for the first time in a while and is capable of 
bouncing back to score 

9. IVANA DES RACQUES - On a very long losing streak but she is in good form at the moment 
and she is capable of contesting the finish 

10. ILLICO DES BAUX - Well tried this year and he has won twice but he has only been modest 
in his last two starts. Might place 

11. IMIKO JIEL - On a long losing streak and she has been unreliable. capable of running a place 
when at her best but she is hard to trust 

12. I PAY CASH - On a long losing streak and was well beaten last time out. Barefoot this time so 
capable of improvement but others are preferred 

13. ISEULT FLOWER - Well tried this year without winning. Struggling of late and she needs 
major improvement to win 

14. INVICTUS MADRIK - Remains barefoot. Unreliable and is on a long losing streak but he was 
not disgraced when fourth last time out and can earn some money 

15. IRISH NICE ELGE - Remains barefoot. Good last run when third last time out at Vincennes 
and can do even better this time. Respect 

Summary : INDUS VAL (8) is barefoot for the first time in ages so perhaps the last run is best 
forgiven. IMPERIAL DURABUTIN (3) ran well when runner-up over this track and trip last time out 
and can go one better. IRISH NICE ELGE (15) ran well when third at Vincennes last time around 
and deserves respect in this line-up. IATHUS DANICA (2) is unreliable but has won at this course 
and is not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 



          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

INDUS VAL (8) - IMPERIAL DURABUTIN (3) - IRISH NICE ELGE (15) - IATHUS DANICA (2) 



          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

C3 - PRIX DE LOOS - 2700m (a1 11/16m) - National - Autostart - Class E - 

Harness - EUR € 21.000  

 
1. JURASSIC - Very unreliable and has disqualification issues. Won a race in August but has 
struggled since and others are preferred 

2. JOW PIQUENARD - Fair form since winning in May but may need to do more to win this race. 
Barefoot this time and can contest the finish 

3. JUST BE GOOD - Unreliable and he has been better in Mounted races of late. Probably best 
watched this time 

4. JEROM BUTTERFLY - In good form of late and won over this track and trip in his penultimate 
start when barefoot and is barefoot and ready to double up. 

5. JAZZ DU CHATAULT - Consistent without winning throughout most of the year. More needed 
to win but could finish in the money 

6. JASPE DU DOLLAR - On a long losing streak but showed improvement when fourth last time 
out and can do even better this time 

7. JIVAGO DU CHATELET - In fair form of late but he is on a long losing streak since only win. 
Might play a minor role at best 

8. JIROKO - Has disqualification issues and is probably at best in Mounted races. Capable of 
earning some minor money at very best 

9. JAZZ DU BOUFFEY - A fair third in his penultimate start but he has major disqualification 
issues and he is unreliable. Others are preferred 

10. JOYSTICK DE PIEL - Remains barefoot. Yet to win a race and has major disqualification 
issues. Capable of earning some minor money when smart 

11. JACKPOT BREIZH - Remains barefoot. Has yet to win a race and was disqualified last time 
out but is capable of earning some minor money 

12. JAURES - Showed promise last year with two wins. Has lost his way this year and has major 
disqualification issues. Best watched this time 

13. JUDIKATHOR GAME - Showed his best to win at this course last month. It was a much 
improved effort and he may have more to come. Respect 

14. JARODE PAULOIS - Remains barefoot. On  along losing streak but did well enough when 
runner-up at this course last time out. Place chance 

15. JAGUAR DELO - Showed some promise last year winning twice. Has had disqualification 
issues this year and has really been struggling of late 

16. JAMES WORLD - Has yet to win a race after 14 attempts. Disappointing last run but he has 
run well at this course before. Might place 

Summary : JEROM BUTTERFLY (4) won over this course and distance and is in good form. He 
is barefoot and ready to win again. JASPE DU DOLLAR (6) showed improvement when fourth 
last time out and can more to offer. JOW PIQUENARD (2) is barefoot and could contest the 
finish. JUDIKATHOR GAME (13) showed us what he can do last time out and deserves some 
respect for that win. 



          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

SELECTIONS 

JEROM BUTTERFLY (4) - JASPE DU DOLLAR (6) - JOW PIQUENARD (2) - JUDIKATHOR 

GAME (13) 



          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

C4 - PRIX DE SECLIN - 2825m (a1 3/4m) - Class E - Harness - EUR € 

21.000  

 
1. KITO TURGOT - Modest sixth on debut which was at this track. Did better when scoring last 
time out and could have more to offer 

2. KOKO DU HOULET - Unreliable and he has been disqualified twice in his six starts. Fair form 
in his other four starts and could earn some money 

3. KOPERNIK DE GODREL - Unreliable and has been disqualified twice. He needs to find a few 
lengths to win this race. Might place 

4. KHEOPS DES VALOIS - Unreliable so far. Capable of earning some money when in the mood 
but others are preferred for win purposes 

5. KANADA DES RACQUES - A surprise winner last time out. Struggled in all his runs before 
that so is probably best watched this time 

6. KENZO DAIRPET - Clearly unreliable. Has been disqualified three times but as also been 
runner-up twice. Place chance 

7. KUROSIO DES LOVES - Not disgraced when fourth on debut and struck a nice win over a 
shorter distance last time out. Can follow up trying further 

8. KLARCK - In fair form of late and was fourth at this course last time out. More needed to win 
but might place 

9. KERJACQ DU GAJO - Holding for well. Probably at very best over the shorter distance but he 
can contest the finish 

10. KING GEORGES ELLIS - Showed some ability in his first two starts but fluffed his lines last 
time out. Capable of bouncing back to score 

11. KLUEDO DE L'AVRE - Fai form of late but has been at very best over a shorter distance. 
Could play a minor role at best 

12. KADOR DU DANCING - Unreliable and was a bit disappointing when only sixth last time out. 
Capable of earning money if at his best 

Summary : Only a few of the runners can be safely discarded from winning this race. An upset 
could be on the card. KUROSIO DES LOVES (7) won well over a shorter distance last time out 
and can prove he is as good this distance. KING GEORGES ELLIS (10) fluffed his lines with a 
disqualification last time out but can bounce back to score. KITO TURGOT (1) showed 
improvement when winning last time out and could have more to offer. KERJACQ DU GAJO (9) 
may prefer a shorter distance but is not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

KUROSIO DES LOVES (7) - KING GEORGES ELLIS (10) - KITO TURGOT (1) - KERJACQ 

DU GAJO (9) 



          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

C5 - PRIX DE FACHES-THUMESNIL - 2825m (a1 3/4m) - Class E - Mounted 

- EUR € 24.000  

 
1. HYACINTHE NAY - On a very long losing streak and has been struggling of late. Probably 
best watched for now 

2. HEXA D'HERTALS - More than a year since his last win and he was disqualified the last time 
he tried a Mounted race. Others are preferred 

3. HOGAN DE HOUELLE - Won twice last year but he has completely lost his way this year with 
some poor efforts. Probably best watched for now 

4. GENOA SPORT - Her last win was in 2021 and she has been struggling of late but she is 
barefoot and could show improvement 

5. HADRIEN MERITE - On a very long losing run and was well beaten in his last two starts. 
capable of doing better and has a place chance 

6. GET IT LUNA - Showed some improvement when seventh last time out. Has been struggling 
for some time now and has disqualification issues. Others are preferred 

7. GRAPPILLEUR - More than a year since his last win and he was well beaten at this course 
last time out. Unreliable but is capable of earning some money 

8. HAPPY INTRIGANT - Has disqualification issues and he has been struggling of late but is 
barefoot this time and has been barefoot when winning before. Can upset 

9. GREFFIERS FLINOIS - Remains barefoot. Has been better in harness races but he has also 
run well in Mounted races and can contest the finish 

10. HEAVEN DE NAPPES - Only modest form in harness races this year. Did a lot better in 
Mounted races last year and can bounce back to score 

11. HOMEMADE QUICK - Very unreliable but does win every now and then and is capable of 
winning this race if in the mood 

12. GATSBY EFFEL - Remains barefoot. Did win twice earlier this year including at this course 
but he has lost his way of late. Might place 

13. INFIEL - On a long losing streak and was well beaten last time out but he does have ability 
and he is not out of it 

14. ILMA CORDA - She has major disqualification issues and is coming off six of them in a row. 
Capable of winning when smart 

15. GALOPIN DE POTES - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last run when eleventh but is 
capable of better playing a minor role 

Summary : HEAVEN DE NAPPES (10) has been kept to harness races of late but did better in 
Mounted races last year and could bounce back to score. GREFFIERS FLINOIS (9) has been 
better in harness races of late but has also done enough in Mounted races to be a danger to 
these rivals. INFIEL (13) does have some ability and could start showing it in a Mounted race. 
ILMA CORDA (14) has major disqualification issues but could be the surprise package of the 
race. 



          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

SELECTIONS 

HEAVEN DE NAPPES (10) - GREFFIERS FLINOIS (9) - INFIEL (13) - ILMA CORDA (14) 



          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

C6 - PRIX CROISE-LAROCHE.FR - 2700m (a1 11/16m) - Apprentices-

Conditional-Jockeys-Autostart - Class F - Harness - EUR € 19.000  

 
1. HAMILTON D'ALB - Disappointing last run when seventh. Has been running well when 
barefoot and will not be barefoot thsi time. Best watched for now 

2. HAPPY ATOUT - In good form of late and won over this course and distance in his penultimate 
start Should go close to winning 

3. HIDALGO DAIRPET - On a long losing streak but he has been fair of late and could like this 
longer distance. Not out of it 

4. HYPERION DU BOCAGE - Remains barefoot. Showed some improvement when sixth last 
time out but may need to do more to win this race 

5. HEIDI DU BISET - Unreliable since winning in July and she was well beaten last time out. 
Others are preferred for win purposes but she can play a minor role 

6. HYTHO D'ALCI - Remains barefoot. Showed improvement when fourth last time out and he 
did win in July. Capable of winning 

7. HERCULE DE BEA - More than a year since his last win and was well beaten last time out. 
Others are much preferred this time 

8. HOUBLON BLEU - Remains barefoot. Only seventh in a claimer last time out. Did better 
before that but needs to find a few lengths to win this race 

9. HIMEROS DU GOUTIER - In fair form of late and was ot disgraced when third at this course 
last time out. Could play a minor role again 

10. HEART DU CHENE - Showed some improvement when fifth last time out. Won three in a row 
earlier this year and has a winning chance 

11. HELIOS DE VANDEL - Remains barefoot. Fit and has been in good for of late. Needs to do 
more to win but could finish in the money again 

12. HAPPIE DE FAVEROL - Remains barefoot. Disappointing form since winning in March but 
did not run too badly when sixth last time out. Might place 

13. HAPPY BOY - Remains barefoot. On a very long losing streak and has been struggling for 
some time. Unlikely to win 

14. HAMBO DE VIETTE - Remains barefoot. Not disgraced when fourth last time out. More 
needed to win but can earn some money 

15. HERCALINE - Disqualified twice in her last four starts but she has been in good form of late 
and can earn some money 

16. HELICIO BELLO - Showed some improvement when third last time out but was barefoot then 
and is not barefoot this time. Might place 

Summary : HYTHO D'ALCI (6) won in July and bounced back to form with a nice fourth-place 
finish last time out. HAPPY ATOUT (2) is in good form of late and is a course and distance winner 
so should trouble the judges. HEART DU CHENE (10)won three in a row earlier this year and is 
capable of winning this. HIDALGO DAIRPET (3) is on a long losing streak but could like this 
longer distance. 



          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

SELECTIONS 

HYTHO D'ALCI (6) - HAPPY ATOUT (2) - HEART DU CHENE (10) - HIDALGO DAIRPET (3) 



          MONDAY, 02/10/23 

 

C7 - PRIX DE WATTRELOS - 2825m (a1 3/4m) - Class E - Mounted - EUR € 

21.000  

 
1. JACK DE MUZE - Unreliable and was well beaten last time out. Better this distance and could 
sneak a place 

2. JACK DU GUESNE - Very unreliable and he does have major disqualification issues but he 
has won twice this year and is not out of it 

3. JALFRAZIE - Ignore her last run in a harness race. She has done better in Mounted races and 
can contest the finish 

4. JUNIOR INTRIGANT - Remains barefoot. holding form and he is always capable of earning 
some minor money. Place chance 

5. J'ADORE D'EURVAD - has yet to win a race after 20 attempt but she did run well when third in 
a Mounted race last time out and should do better this time 

6. JOADIE WIND - Not disgraced when sixth in a Mounted race last time out. All three wis were 
in harness races but she is capable of winning this race 

7. JOYEUSE D'OCCAGNES - Remains barefoot. She has got to18 starts without winning but she 
usually gives of her best and she can earn some money 

8. JAZZ PASSION - Ignore his last two starts in harness races. Barefoot again and has done 
better in Mounted races. has a winning chance 

9. JUSTIN DE VALMONT - Disappointing last run when sixth. Capable of ding better and could 
play a minor role. Might place 

10. JERLA MAZA - Unreliable and he has been disqualified in two of her last three starts but she 
does run well when smart and could score this time 

Summary : JOADIE WIND (6) has won three times in harness races but is capable of winning a 
Mounted race as well. J'ADORE D'EURVAD (5)is still winless after 20 runs but is quite capable of 
going close to winning this race. JERLA MAZA (10) is unreliable and has a few disqualifications 
of late but deserves some respect. JACK DU GUESNE (2) is very unreliable but does win races 
when smart. 

SELECTIONS 

JOADIE WIND (6) - J'ADORE D'EURVAD (5) - JERLA MAZA (10) - JACK DU GUESNE (2) 

 


